
Bond ETFs push industry 
past $4trn milestone  
By Simon Colvin, IHS Markit

T he global ETF industry has reached the $4trn AUM milestone,  
helped largely by fixed income funds which have outpaced the 
industry’s growth globally.

• Fixed income ETFs AUM have grown by 43% since  
April 2014 when ETFs passed the $3trn AUM mark

• Asia has been the most fertile ground for bond ETFs  
although bond funds have surged ahead in every region 

• Newly launched bond products are failing to catch  
on at a similar pace to their equity peers

Barely 24 months since the ETF AUM crossed the $3trn threshold1, fixed 
income funds have played a significant role in pushing the ETF industry past 

THOUGHT LEADERSHIP

1 According to the IHS Markit ETF Analytics dataset

“Fixed income 
funds were the best 
performing major 
ETF product class, 
in AUM growth”



the $4trn AUM milestone. In fact, fixed income funds were the  
best performing major ETF product class, in  AUM growth, as they  
outpaced the 33 and 12% growth registered by equities and commodities 
products respectively.

Strong growth in bond ETFs over the last 24 months has been a global 
phenomenon as our database saw bond ETFs outpace every product 
category across the three main ETF listing regions. Growth was particularly 
strong in Asia, where AUM increased by 50% over the last two years and 
North America where bond ETFs saw a 48% increase in AUM. The latter of 
the two regions, by virtue of its large size, was responsible for over three 
quarters of the $220bn AUM increase.
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The better than average growth registered by fixed income products over 
the last 24 months means that they now play a more prominent part within 
the ETF industry with bond ETFsmanaging 18.3% of the total ETF AUM, 
up from 16.8% 24 months ago. The fact that bond funds managed to grow 
their share of the ETF industry, is especially impressive given the recent 
backdrop of US interest rate rises and volatility experienced over the last 
two years. Overall, this highlights  the gathering momentum behind  
these fixed income products as investors are embracing relatively low  
cost passive investing.

Established funds forge ahead
Funds which were already well established the last time the industry 
reached a trillion dollar AUM milestone were the driving force behind the 
industry’s AUM haul. The ten largest funds back in May 2015 have grown 
their AUM by a combined total of $63bn which is a quarter of the AUM haul 
registered by the 1000 plus bond tracked by Markit over that period.

New launches fail to make much of an impact
For now it appears that investors seem to be sticking with existing brands 
and products rather than diving into newly launched products which tend 
to follow less conventional strategies. 

In fact, recently launched bond ETFs, didn’t make much of a contribution 
to the overall industry AUM revenue growth. For example, bond ETFs that 
launched over the last 24 months  gathered only $9bn of AUM as of the 
latest count. These recently launched fixed income funds were responsible 
for a mere 4% of the $220bn AUM lift registered by the asset class over the 
last 24 months which is less than a third of the 15% contributed by newly 
listed equity. Although at first glance this trend would appear detrimental 
to the industry’s growth prospects, it reflects the relatively new nature of 
passive fixed income investing which is making investors stick to “plain 
vanilla” offerings for the time being.
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CLICK HERE   
for additional insights on fixed income analysis 
www.markit.com/Commentary/Indices

More information on Markit iBoxx indices can  
be found at www.markit.com/product/iBoxx  
under the ‘Documentation’ section.
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